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Today’s Workshop

● What makes starting a first 
draft challenging?

● Strategies to make embarking 
on a first draft easier

● Discussion/Questions



Why is it so hard to start 
a first draft?



What can make 
starting a first 
draft feel 
difficult?

● Overwhelm

○ Task ahead feels long and daunting

○ Notes/outline is overstuffed or chaotic

● Blank Page Anxiety

○ Intimidating!

○ Infinite possibilities, so we’re unsure how 
or where to begin

● Perfectionism

○ Feeling a need to get it “right” the 1st time 
(& can’t start until we know what that is)

○ Fear of getting it “wrong”



What can make 
starting a first 
draft feel 
difficult?

Executive functioning challenges can also 
make it difficult to…
● … initiate a task

● … organize thoughts into a specific structure 
(ie. essay) 

● … estimate how long the first draft process 
will take



What can make 
starting a first 
draft feel 
difficult? Why does it feel so hard?

Because it IS hard!



What can make 
starting a first 
draft feel 
difficult?

Research shows that writing asks a lot of our working 
memory (Kellogg 2001, 2013; McCutchen 1996, 2000)

Overburdened working memory

● When we try to figure out both what we want to 
say and how we want to say it at the same time, 
these functions compete for space in our working 
memory

● Too much pressure on ourselves to do it all in the 
first draft => too much pressure on our working 
memory!

Relieving the burden

● The goal of most writing strategies (outlining, 
writing multiple drafts, etc.) is to relieve the 
burden on our working memory



What can make 
starting a first 
draft feel 
difficult?

And so it makes sense that starting the drafting 
process feels difficult!

● If we’re putting too much pressure on 
ourselves to get it “perfect” on the first go, 
we’re overloading our working memories

● If our process isn’t actually helping us relieve 
the burden on our working memory, it’s not 
making writing easier for our brains

● And if we have executive functioning 
difficulties on top of that, it can make it even 
more daunting



So… what do 
we need to do 
to make 
kickstarting 
our drafts 
easier?

Permission 
to be 

imperfect

Hack the 
blank page

One task 
at a time



5 things you can do *right now* 
to kickstart the drafting process



1. Rewrite your outline/notes
in a way that makes it easier to use 



Rewrite your 
outline/notes

Make it visual
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A “mind map” creates a visual representation of 
your ideas and how they are connected



Rewrite your 
outline/notes

Writing your ideas onto index 
cards allows you to move the 
pieces around to test out different 
possible structures

Make it less linear
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Rewrite your 
outline/notes

Method 1: KonMari
Useful when the outline has a lot of extra “stuff” you 
probably won’t use in the essay

● Re-read the assignment prompt
● Without looking at your notes, jot down the most 

important things you want your essay to achieve (these 
are the things that “spark joy”)

● Keep only what achieves your essay purpose
● For anything else, thank those ideas and move to a 

separate document for safe keeping

Method 2: Trim the Fat
Useful when the outline is so detailed that it no longer serves 
as a guide for drafting

● Keep one outline with “all the stuff” so you can refer to 
it when you need to

● Create one streamlined version that only has the major 
checklist items to serve as a guide

Declutter your 
outline *before* 
you start drafting



2. Make the blank page NOT blank 



De-blank-ify the 
blank page

|



De-blank-ify the 
blank page

Add “scaffolding” to your 
blank page that you can 
then fill in

Name
Class
Date

Working Title

1

[INTRO]

[PARAGRAPH ON …]

[PARAGRAPH ON …]

[ETC.]



De-blank-ify the 
blank page

Add “scaffolding” to your 
blank page that you can 
then fill in

Name
Class
Date

Working Title

1

[INTRO]

[PARAGRAPH ON …]

[PARAGRAPH ON …]

[ETC.]

When you add some basic 
headings and mark out the 
structure, the page is no longer 
blank – AND you have a guide 
for filling in your outline as you 
continue drafting



De-blank-ify the 
*paragraph*

Having troubles diving into drafting 
a specific paragraph?

You can use the same “de-blank-ifying” strategy by 
outlining the paragraph, adding scaffolding for the 
structure of a paragraph that you can then fill in



De-blank-ify the 
*paragraph*

Here’s a method for scaffolding a paragraph: 

1. Outline the paragraph by identifying the functions 
each sentence/part of the paragraph needs to serve

2. Fill in a sentence (or multiple, if needed) for each 
function

3. Insert the paragraph into to your draft

Function Sentence(s)

Add scaffolding at the 
paragraph level



De-blank-ify the 
*paragraph*

^ What goes here?

Function: What does the sentence need to *do* 
in the paragraph?
Examples:

Function Sentence(s)

● Introduce a topic
● Introduce evidence
● Analyze evidence
● Explain reasoning

● Transition btwn ideas
● Summarize a source
● Define a term
● Draw conclusions



De-blank-ify the 
*paragraph*

Need more ideas for functions (and/or order)?

● Return to the prompt: the assignment may 
dictate what needs to go in the paragraphs. 
What task are you being asked to do?

● Look at an example paragraph, if you have one 
(i.e. reverse outline on the paragraph level)

● Look at a paragraph of your own! (e.g. from a 
previous assignment)

Function Sentence(s)

Examples of sentence 
functions:
● Introduce a topic
● Introduce evidence
● Analyze evidence
● Explain reasoning
● Transition btwn ideas
● Summarize a source
● Define a term
● Draw conclusions



De-blank-ify the 
blank page

Here’s an example 
of what this might 
look like in practice:

(from The Morningside Review)

Function Sentence(s)

Introduce 
Pratt source

In “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Mary Louise Pratt 
explores what happens when cultures intersect, 
whether on a linguistic, colonial, or ethnic level.

Synthesize 
Pratt source

She draws on examples that vary as widely as her 
son’s discovery of the world through baseball cards to 
a seventeenth-century letter written by an indigenous 
Andean to King Philip III of Spain.

Define 
“contact 
zones”

Pratt pulls these disparate sources together to define 
contact zones as “social spaces where cultures meet, 
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of 
highly asymmetrical relations of power” (34).



De-blank-ify the 
blank page

In “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Mary Louise Pratt explores what 
happens when cultures intersect, whether on a linguistic, colonial, or ethnic 
level. She draws on examples that vary as widely as her son’s discovery of 
the world through baseball cards to a seventeenth-century letter written by 
an indigenous Andean to King Philip III of Spain. Pratt pulls these disparate 
sources together to define contact zones as “social spaces where cultures 
meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly 
asymmetrical relations of power” (34). [...]

Here’s an example 
of what this might 
look like in practice:

(from The Morningside Review)

Function Sentence(s)

Introduce 
Pratt source

In “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Mary Louise Pratt 
explores what happens when cultures intersect, 
whether on a linguistic, colonial, or ethnic level.

Synthesize 
Pratt source

She draws on examples that vary as widely as her 
son’s discovery of the world through baseball cards to 
a seventeenth-century letter written by an indigenous 
Andean to King Philip III of Spain.

Define 
“contact 
zones”

Pratt pulls these disparate sources together to define 
contact zones as “social spaces where cultures meet, 
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of 
highly asymmetrical relations of power” (34).



3. Do something low-stakes



Do something 
low-stakes

Speech-to-text technology:
1. Google Docs Voice Typing (Tutorial video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIz9UWi5z4w)
2. Otter.ai: online speech-to-text program w/ high accuracy 

(sign up w/ Columbia email)
3. Mac dictation feature (instructions for enabling dictation in 

system preferences: 
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-to-dictate-on-mac Speech to Text

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIz9UWi5z4w
https://otter.ai/
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-to-dictate-on-mac


Do something 
low-stakes

Record Yourself

● Talk through your ideas while recording your 
voice with speech-to-text / dictation program

● Unsure how to begin speaking? Try starting with: 
“What I’m trying to say is…”

● Paste the speech-to-text transcription directly 
into a Word doc (if it’s not there already)

Record a Conversation (*ask before recording*)

● Talk through your ideas with a friend, classmate, 
roommate, family member, counselor, etc.

● Ask permission to record your conversations 
during office hours, Writing Center sessions, etc.

● Paste transcription into doc! (It’s not blank!)

Speech to Text



Do something 
low-stakes

Talk through your ideas with someone

● Chat with a friend, roommate, classmate, family 
member, counselor, etc.

● Can also come to the Writing Center!

● Describe your project – walk them through your 
ideas and what you’re trying to accomplish

Even if you can’t record, this can give you insights 
into your direction and how to get un-stuck

(If you’re not recording, be sure to take notes during 
OR shortly after your conversation so you don’t 
forget what you said!)

Have a 
Conversation



Do something 
low-stakes

Freewriting (or “brain dumping”) is a great way to 
get ideas out of your head and onto the page!

● Set a timer (5-10 minutes)
● Write stream-of-consciousness until the timer goes 

off, without worrying about form or style

● Working memory only has to hold onto WHAT we 
want to say, not HOW

Some ways to incorporate this into your draft

● Option 1: Insert (copy/paste, retype, etc.) the whole 
freewrite into the doc (no more blank page!) and 
revise from there

● Option 2: Read the freewrite and highlight 
selections that are especially useful; add those 
selections to the draft doc

● Option 3: Pull selections from the freewrite over to 
the draft doc as needed

Freewriting



4. Draft somewhere *other* than a 
word processor



Draft outside a 
word processor

The blank page can be intimidating, 
but we can start the draft elsewhere 
so it feels less like a manuscript



Draft outside a 
word processor

If you’re having troubles getting into the draft on 
your computer, try switching mediums! Try 
writing by hand, using actual pen and paper. 

After, you may want to:

1. Type up your handwriting on the computer 
2. Or read your writing aloud and use speech-to-text 

technology (see strategy #3: low stakes tasks) to 
convert your handwritten text to typed text 

Depending on where you are in the drafting process, 
you might:

A. Retype the whole and then revise
B. Revise/restructure as you transcribe
C. Transcribe and insert pieces from the handwritten 

text into the draft only as needed

Writing Longhand



Draft outside a 
word processor

Yes: you can draft in a spreadsheet! This is an 
especially great option if you:

● Value being able to move back and forth between 
the big picture and the details

● Want to be able to restructure / move around your 
paragraphs easily

● Want to be able to leave notes or other details for 
yourself as you go

Spreadsheets 
(e.g. Google Sheets, 
Excel, Numbers)



Drafting in a spreadsheet: example

Note: this text was taken from a final essay published on TMR – their first draft didn’t look like this! 



Draft outside a 
word processor

Once you’re ready to move to a word processor:

1. Select the cells with the text you want to use
2. Copy
3. Paste and match style into your document!

Spreadsheets 
(e.g. Google Sheets, 
Excel, Numbers)



Draft outside a 
word processor

Digital Slide Deck
(e.g. Google Slides, 
Powerpoint, 
Keynote) Drafting in slides is a great option if you:

● Value focusing on one paragraph at a time
● Want to be able to restructure easily
● Want to be able to make notes while drafting (can do 

this in “speaker notes”)



Draft outside a 
word processor

Digital Slide Deck
(e.g. Google Slides, 
Powerpoint, 
Keynote) Once you’re ready to move to a word processor:

1. File >> Download >> PDF or TXT (note: TXT 
docs will include speaker notes; PDFs will not)

2. Select all
3. Copy
4. Paste into your document!



BONUS TIP

You can also OUTLINE in spreadsheets or digital slides!
(and then move right into drafting!)

Check out the Writing Guide materials on “Outlining for the
Scattered Mind” on the Writing Center Resources page: 

https://www.college.columbia.edu/core/uwp/writing-center/writing-resources 

https://www.college.columbia.edu/core/uwp/writing-center/writing-resources


5. Start where it’s easiest!



Start where it’s 
easiest!

Just because a reader will read your text linearly…

…does not mean you need to write it linearly!

Research shows that expert writers tend to work 
recursively, moving from one writing task to another 
based on what is easiest in the moment.

While these expert writers’ practices may look messy – 
they are actually placing less of a burden on their 
working memory by working in a less linear way. 

Translation: instead of trying to force yourself to 
move linearly through a draft, start with what’s 
easiest!

Research shows that 
more advanced writers 
tend to work on 
whatever is easiest at 
the moment!

Ritzenberg, Aaron & Mendelsohn, Sue. (2020). 
How Scholars Write. Oxford University Press



Start where it’s 
easiest! Instead of starting with the introduction, write 

whatever feels easiest right now (even if it’s 
something for the middle of a paragraph!)

Look at your outline or notes:

● Where do you feel most inspired/excited to 
begin writing? What are you most interested in?

● Where do you have the clearest idea of what 
that section will look like or include?

Research shows that 
more advanced writers 
tend to work on 
whatever is easiest at 
the moment!

Ritzenberg, Aaron & Mendelsohn, Sue. (2020). 
How Scholars Write. Oxford University Press



5 things you can do 
*right now* to kickstart 
the drafting process

1. Rewrite your outline/notes in a 
way that makes it easier to use

2. Make the blank page NOT blank

3. Do something low-stakes

4. Draft somewhere other than a 
word processor

5. Start where it’s easiest!
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